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Nillkin Magic Disk III Wireless Charger (White)
Nillkin  Magic  Disk  III  is  more  than  just  a  wireless  charger.  This  elegant,  compact  gadget,  made  from  high-quality  materials,  not  only
simplifies the daily charging of devices but also becomes a stylish addition to any interior. With its intelligent object detection system,
subtle  night  lighting,  and  impressive  charging  performance,  Nillkin  Magic  Disk  III  is  an  essential  accessory  for  anyone  who  values
comfort, safety, and design.
 
Elegant Design
Nillkin  Magic  Disk  III  stands  out  not  only  in  functionality  but  also  in  appearance.  Covered  in  leather-like  material,  with  a  subtle
manufacturer's logo and an elegant silver ring, it adds a touch of luxury to any space. This charger is not just a practical device but also a
decorative element.
 
Compact and Portable
One of the key features of Nillkin Magic Disk III is its compact design. With dimensions of 105 x 105 x 14mm, it easily fits in any bag or
backpack, making it ideal for frequent travelers. The ease of transporting this charger ensures that you always have a reliable source of
power with you.
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Intelligent Object Detection
This charger is  equipped with an advanced object detection system, which prevents overheating and overloading. This means greater
safety for both the charger and the device being charged.
 
Subtle Night Lighting
Nillkin Magic Disk III has an illuminated ring, making it easier to locate the device at night. The light is gentle enough not to disrupt your
sleep.
 
Charging Efficiency
With  a  charging  efficiency  exceeding  70%,  Nillkin  Magic  Disk  III  provides  fast  and efficient  charging  for  your  device.  It  supports  input
5V/2A and output 5V/1A, ensuring optimal charging conditions for most wireless devices.
 
Package Contents:
Charger x 1
Cable x 1
Instruction Manual x 1
    
        
            
                Brand
                Nillkin
            
            
                Model
                MC011
            
            
                Color
                White
            
            
                Input
                5V/2A
            
            
                Output
                5V/1A
            
            
                Transmission Distance
                70%
            
            
                Dimensions
                105 x 105 x 14mm
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Price:

€ 11.50

Smartphone accessories, Chargers, Wireless chargers
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